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The Writer(s): This article is written by several authors: Melissa Francisco, Kasey Hicks, Julianne Powell, Kristin Styles, Jessica Tabor, and Linda Hulton. These authors worked in the medical field, and all had a degree as an RN with further education. All of these authors worked in a certain unit in the hospital. I am not sure if they were personally effect by my issue but I do know that the units they worked on they could have seen teenage pregnancy. Publication: This article was found through the online library of Ivy Tech. The purpose of this study is describing the relationship between childhood sexual abuse and teenage pregnancy. The Writing: This article suggests that childhood sexual abuse had an effect on teenage pregnancy and how they initially got into the situation (risk factors). The evidence used to back this claim is the research that they included in this article. The Use:  I will probably use one of the authors in table two (outcome of the study) to give my paper a better believe that sexual abuse in children is associated with teenage pregnancy.
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The Writer: There are four different authors on this article: Sara Jumping-Eagle, Jeanelle Sheeder, Lisa Kelly, and Catherine Stevens-Simon. I am not sure about the other two questions; thought it seems that none of these authors dealt with this issue personally or it does not show in this writing.  Publication: This article is found on the Ivy Tech online database. The Writing: The teenagers with goals are a key component in avoiding teenage pregnancy. Research is used to back this claim along with facts also helped. The Use: I will use this article to show my readers that expressing to our children about having goals will help avoid teenage pregnancy.
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The Writer: There are three writers on this article all of which have a PhD and are a professor at different colleges, but the third author works at a research center. Publication: This article is found on the Ivy Tech library database. The Writing: The position being argued in this article is that the PARE program helps reduce teenage pregnancy. The evidence used is that they develop an experimental group and try it out. The Use: I plan to use this article to show that the depending on the relationship between the parent and teenage depends on the teenager getting pregnant, so what I am saying is the better the relationship the less likely that she will get pregnant. 
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The Writer: There are two authors for this article: Joshua Mann, and Curtis Stine. Publication: I found this article under the database for the Ivy Tech library. The Writing: This article suggested that the roles in abstinence and contraception are a part of the contributing factor to the declining teenage pregnancy. This article did not do any research for the evidence, it just suggested to divided the pregnancy rates and such (confusing) to get the estimate. The Use: I will probably not use this article for writing my paper.
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The Writer: There are four authors for this article: Susan Philliber, Jacqueline Williams Kaye, Scott Herling, and Emily West. Publication: I found this article in the Ivy Tech library database. The Writing: This article suggests that putting a child in the Carrera Program reduce the risks. It uses evidence by randomly selecting children and putting them in the program. It also uses charts to show the intended readers what this program can do. The Use: I will use this article to back up my suggestion that putting children in different programs helps prevent teenage pregnancy.
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The Writer: This article had many different authors. These authors were well educated (either a PhD or MS/Ma) so they were all well educated to argue this issue to its readers. Publication: This article is found on the online library database for Ivy Tech. The Writing: This article objective is to evaluate the impact of an abstinence program about sexual intercourse. They are claming that this program will help reduce the teenage pregnancy rates even further. They have developed a program and did a study with it. The Use: I will this article to show that abstinence will help reduce teenage pregnancies even further. 

